
LONDON: European equities advanced
yesterday, spurred by strong corporate
earnings and stabler Chinese markets,
although moves were cautious in most
financial assets before a policy decision
from the US Federal Reserve. The rise in
Europe and most Asian markets overnight
looked set to extend to US markets where
stock index futures pointed to Wall Street
edging up 0.2 percent.

Pledges from Chinese regulators to buy
shares to stabilize stocks if needed and
hints of more policy easing from the cen-
tral  bank helped soothe sentiment.
Against the calmer backdrop in financial
markets, the pan-European FTSEurofirst
300 index rose 0.8 percent after carmaker
Peugeot reported first-half net income for
the first time in four years. Oil major Total
posted higher-than-expected second-

quarter profits. “The results from European
companies have been reasonably reassur-
ing so far, although China is impacting a
few of them,” Mirabaud Securities’ senior
equity sales trader John Plassard said. In
Asia, MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific
shares outside Japan rose 0.4 percent.
Investors are also focused on the outcome
of the Fed’s two-day policy meeting, with
markets divided on whether it will take a

hawkish or dovish stance, while some sus-
pect it  might chose to do neither.  No
move on rates is expected this week.

In recent congressional testimony, Fed
Chair Janet Yellen neither ruled out a
September interest rate hike nor guided
the market toward thinking it was a done
deal. The improved investor appetite for
risk lifted US and benchmark euro zone 10-
year bond yields though the moves were
modest before the Fed decision. In curren-
cy markets, investors seemed to decide it
was safer not to be actively short of the US
dollar ahead of the policy statement due at
1800 GMT. The dollar was flat against the
euro at $1.1056 and up 0.1 percent at
123.71 yen. The moves were well within
recent ranges in low trading volumes.

“ I n  the near  term there  is  caut ion
caused by investor wariness in chasing
any trends given we have the FOMC
meeting ending today,” Societe Generale
FX strategist Alvin Tan said. “If the Fed
continues to be relatively neutral in its
tone by not dropping any hints of an
imminent rate hike probably markets will
continue to stabilize,” he said. In energy
markets, oil prices fell for a sixth day as
concerns over global oversupply out-
weighed the impact of a what is likely to
be a larger-than-expected draw on US
crude stocks. Brent futures were down 21
cents at $53.09 a barrel and near their
lowest  s ince Februar y.  US crude for
September delivery slipped 26 cents to
$47.72 a barrel.— Reuters
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Global stocks climb

LONDON: Oil prices slid yesterday as
investors awaited the US Federal Reserve’s
latest monetary policy meeting and a close-
ly watched report on crude inventories in
the world’s biggest economy.  Worries over
the Chinese economy after a recent rout in
the country’s stock market and global crude
oversupply were also keeping buyers at bay,
analysts said. US benchmark West Texas
Intermediate for delivery in September
dropped 23 cents to $47.75 a barrel com-
pared with Tuesday’s close.

Brent North Sea crude for September
delivery shed 26 cents to stand at $53.04 a
barrel in London late morning deals. Later,
the US central bank’s policy-setting Federal
Open Market Committee (FOMC) will issue a
statement at the end of a two-day meet,
with investors hoping for clearer signs on
the timing of a US interest rate hike. A rate
rise will boost the greenback, making dollar-
priced oil more expensive to holders of
weaker currencies, hurting demand and
helping push crude prices lower.

Investors will “pay close attention to the
text of the FOMC statement for any confir-
mation/insights for the timeline of the first
rate hike,” Singapore’s United Overseas Bank
said in a research note. “I feel that (Federal
Reserve chief Janet) Yellen will continue to
lay the ground for an imminent interest rate
increase,” said Bernard Aw, market strategist
at IG Markets Singapore.

“We may see a modestly upbeat spin on
economic prospects in the policy statement,
which would underpin expectations of a
rate hike this year.” The market is also await-
ing data of last week’s US crude inventories
as American oil drillers ramp up production
despite the supply glut that has depressed
prices. A plunge in Chinese shares this week
has stoked fears that demand from the
world’s second biggest economy will be
affected. Chinese stocks ended the morning
session 0.21 percent lower yesterday, eras-
ing earlier gains and extending a plunge of
more than 11 percent in the previous three
sessions.— AFP 

LONDON :  Gold steadied yesterday,
trading around a 5-1/2-year low hit last
week, as investors awaited the outcome
of a Federal Reserve’s meeting for cues
on the timing of the first US rate rise in
nearly a decade. Policymakers are likely
to reaffirm that only consistent signs of
a strong US economy and labor market
would put them on track to raise inter-
est rates in coming months, analysts
said. For non-interest yielding gold,
higher interest rates mean prices could
come under pressure. “We bounced
from the low but we are little changed
and waiting for the Fed’s statement
tonight and the second-quarter GDP
tomorrow,” Societe Generale analyst
Robin Bhar said. 

“ These are the two events that
should set direction for the next few
weeks although the market is expecting
no change in the Fed’s language.” Spot
gold was up 0.1 percent at $1,096.00 an
ounce by 1146 GMT, while US gold for
August delivery was down 0.1 percent
at $1,095.10 an ounce. The metal
touched $1,077 last week, its weakest
since February 2010, following a selloff
on exchanges in New York and
Shanghai, when investors cut their
exposure on fears of further price
declines.

After breaching the $1,100 support
level, gold has found it tough to recover

and stay above that mark, indicating
bearish investors continued to hover in
the market. The dollar was unchanged
against a basket of leading currencies
ahead of the policy statement due at
1800 GMT. “If a rate hike in September
were to be signaled, this would doubt-
less drive up the US dollar, which would
ultimately weigh on the gold price, for
the Fed Fund Futures have so far only
priced in roughly 40 percent of a rate
hike in September,” Commerzbank said
in a note.

European equities advanced, spurred
by gains in US and Asian markets on
hopes that Beijing could stem the rout
in its markets without damage to the
world’s second-biggest economy.
Global gold demand shrank to its lowest
since 2009 in the second quarter as
China poured funds into its now trou-
bled equities market, according to a
report by GFMS, a division of Thomson
Reuters. Holdings of the largest gold-
backed exchange-traded-fund, New
York’s SPDR Gold Trust, were unchanged
at 21.87 million ounces on Monday, the
lowest since September 2008, following
a seven-day slide. Spot palladium
gained 0.6 percent to $622.47 an ounce
and platinum stood unchanged at
$981.25 an ounce, both not far above
multi-year lows. Silver fell 0.6 percent to
$14.59 an ounce. — Reuters
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HASAKEH: Oil well pumps are seen in the Rmeilane oil field in Syria’s northern eastern
Hasakeh province. Rmeilane is one of the biggest oil fields in Syria with 1300 oil wells; cur-
rently only 150 wells are active. — AFP 


